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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A pressure resistant cable feed-through means extend 

ing from outside a well head construction to within a 
well casing and passing through a pressure zone in the 
Well head with coupling means at opposite ends and con 
ductors embedded in a dielectric material molded within 
and protected by a rigid metal casing or shell. The feed 
through means facilitates assembly of a well head and 
may be carried by hanger means adapted to be passed 
through a blow-out preventor. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
Prior proposed well head constructions have included 

passing of electrical cable through a well head to the 
interior of the well head casing. Such prior constructions 
have usually required threading an armored or insulated 
electrical cable through hanger means or other well head 
parts in the well head and securing the cable as by 
clamps, and sealing or packing of the electrical cable 
against well pressures. Often splicing of the cable was 
required in or adjacent to such pressure zones in the 
well head construction. When the casing or well was un 
der pressure or when pressure tests were being made 
through the well head construction, such prior proposed 
cable installations were subjected to such pressure that 
insulation was often damaged, cracked and conditions 
were created which sometimes caused rapid deterioration 
of the cable-insulation covering. When the insulation 
covering was penetrated and broken, dielectric character 
istics of the insulation became reduced with the result 
that the cable might overheat, a short circuit might occur 
between conductors, and burning and destruction of the 
cable might occur. Moreover, threading and then clamp 
ing of such cable in the well head sometimes caused 
mechanical crushing of the cable insulation by the clamp 
means. This facilitated the more rapid deterioration of 
the cable insulation when the cable was subjected to in 
ternal Well pressures within the well head construction. 
Moreover in such prior proposed cable well head arrange 
ments, considerable time was employed in handling and 
threading the cable in the well head. Such installation 
Was often made under dangerous and hazardous condi 
tions without well blow-out preventors. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates generally to well head construc~ 

tions and particularly well head constructions in which 
electrical energy or power is fed through a Well head 
into the well casing for operation of various apparatus 
and tools used within the well casing. In an example 
of the invention, a rigid, pressure resistant, protected, 
power feed-through means is carried by a dual-type tubing 
hanger means and is so constructed and arranged as to 
facilitate assembly and disassembly of the well head when 
electrical power is desired for use in a well. 
The present invention contemplates an electrical power 

feed-through means which obviates the disadvantages of 
the prior methods and apparatus for running an electrical 
cable through a well head apparatus and provides advan 
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tages not contemplated heretofore. The presentinvention 
generally comprises a well head cable feed-through means 
contained within an elongated rigid casing or shell se 
cured to and supported from a tubing hanger and adapted 
to be attached to the tubing hanger when a tubing pro 
duction string is assembled therewith. Electrical connec 
tion with a cable in the Well casing is readily made 
through a pressure~type coupling connector device. The 
invention contemplates such a cable feed-through means 
which is readily and conveniently packed off or sealed 
not only when assembled with the tubing hanger means 
but also when a top sealing ?ange for the Well head is 
assembled with the well head. The internal arrangement 
of conductors embedded within one or more bodies of 
dielectric material molded in the metal shell prevents 
pressure leaks through the cable feed-through means and 
also protects the bodies of dielectric material from de 
terioration caused by mounting or securing the feed 
through means or from pressure conditions within the 
well head. 

It is therefore a primary object of this invention to dis 
close and provide a well head construction having novel 
means and a method for utilizing and installing electrical 
cable in a well. 

An object to this invention is to disclose and provide 
a cable feed-through means for a well head construction 
which facilitates assembly and installation of a well head 
under blow-out preventor conditions. 
Another object of the invention is to disclose and pro 

vide a cable feed-through means wherein electrical con 
ductors and insulation therearound are protected from 
well pressures, well conditions, and well testing pressures. 
A further object of the invention is to disclose and 

provide a well head construction having a cable feed 
through means associated therewith in novel manner and 
including a rigid casing connected with a hanger means 
and with a sealing ?ange covering a casing head. 

Still another object of the invention is to disclose and 
provide a cable feed-through means having a rigid casing 
or shell housing a plurality of conductors in dielectric 
material, the casing extending through a well pressure 
zone and having coupling means for connecting opposite 
ends of the conductors and casing to a cable within the 
well and an electrical power source without the well. 
A speci?c object of the invention is to disclose and 

provide a cable feed-through means having a novel ar 
rangement of casing, conductors, and dielectric material 
for providing effective resistance to well pressures, ?uid 
well conditions, and deterioration of insulation for said 
conductors. 

Various objects and advantages of the present invention 
will be readily apparent from the following description 
of the drawings which show an exemplary embodiment 
of the invention. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a top plan view of a well head apparatus em 

bodying this invention with a sealing ?ange removed. 
FIG. 2 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view of the 

well head apparatus shown in FIG. 1, the sectional view 
being taken in the vertical plane indicated by line II—II 
of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 is an enlarged sectional view of a cable feed 

through means embodying this invention, the section being 
taken in a plane passing through the axis of the feed 
through means. 
FIG. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view of the 

feed-through means shown in FIG. 3 and taken in the 
same plane as FIG. 3. 

FIG. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary view of a tubing 
hanger and an associated cable feed-through means em 
bodying a modi?cation of the invention. 

In the drawings a well head apparatus generally indi 
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cated at 10 embodying this invention may be associated 
with a casing means 11 which extends into a well hole and 
is of well-known construction and arrangement. In this 
example, within an outer pipe 12 may be concentrically 
arranged an intermediate casing 13 and an inner casing 
14. Inner casing 14 may receive in spaced relation a pro 
duction tubing 15 and an electric power cable 16. The 
production tubing 15 may extend into the well for passage 
therethrough of well ?uids such as oil, water, etc. The 
power cable 16 extends into the well for connection with 
various types of electrically actuated devices adapted for 
use within the casing means and the well. 

In general, well head apparatus 10 may comprise a 
casing head means 18 having a threaded connection at 19 
to the upper end of intermediate casing 13. Within the 
lower portion of easing head 18, a mandrel body 20 is 
threaded as at 21 to the upper end of inner casing 14. A 
replaceable packing unit 22 provides a seal between the 
upper portion of mandrel body 20 and the opposed inner 
surface of casing head 18. Below the replaceable packing 
unit 22 is thus formed an annular zone between the inner 
casing .14 and the intermediate casing 13 to which com 
munication may be provided by a suitable nipple 24 on 
the casing head and an associated valve means 25. 
Above mandrel body 20 hanger means are provided for 

supporting production tubing string 15 and electrical cable 
16 which extend into the well casing. The hanger assem 
bly generally indicated at 27 may comprise a primary 
hanger body 28 landed on an inwardly and downwardly 
tapered annular surface 29 through an annular gland 
means 30 which includes a seal ring 31. Within the pri 
mary hanger body 28 may be landed a tubing hanger body 
or support means 33 through a tapered inwardly annu 
larly inclined landing surface 34 on the primary hanger 
body and a packing gland means 35 which includes a seal 
ring 36. Locking screws 38 in circumferential spaced rela 
tion about casing head 18 provide beveled ends 39 for 
wedge engagement With a beveled surface 40 on top of 
tubing hanger body 33 for securing the tubing hanger body 
and the primary hanger body 28 in assembled relationship 
with the casing head 18. 
The tubing hanger body 33 may extend below the pri 

mary hanger body 28 and partially into the mandrel body 
20. Hanger body 33 may be provided with a pair of 
throughbores 41 and 42 having axes lying in a plane off 
set from the geometric axis of the tubing hanger body 33. 
Throughbore 41 may be provided with a bottom threaded 
connection as at 43 to the upper end of production tubing 
string 15. Above threaded connection 43, threads 100 
provide a connection to a suitable back pressure valve 
(not shown) which may be installed in the tubing hanger 
for and during landing thereof and then later removed 
for a production operation as later described. The upper 
end of throughbore 41 may be slightly enlarged to provide 
a socket at 44 for reception of the lower end of a spacer 
pipe 45. The upper end of spacer pipe 45 may be re 
ceived in an enlarged socket 46 provided at the lower end 
of a bore 47 formed in upstanding hub 48 of seal ?ange 
49. Packing means 50 seals the ends of spacer pipe 45 
in the sockets 44, 46. 
The seal ?ange 49 covers and closes the top of easing 

head 18. Between opposed peripheral marginal faces of 
seal ?ange 49 and of casing head 18 is mounted a gasket 
ring 52 which may be suitably compressed by well-known 
annular clamp means 53. Seal ?ange 49 and the hanger 
means 27 including the primary hanger and tubing hanger 
de?ne a well head pressure test zone 54. 

Suitable valve means 61 may be carried by easing 
head 18 and provided communication through a port 62 
with pressure test zone 54 and the inner casing 14 through 
the circulating mandrel body 20. Suitable testing ports for 
the several zones in the casing head may be provided in 
well-known manner and are not shown. 

Throughbore 42 of tubing hanger 33 is provided with 
an upwardly facing enlarged socket 56 and somewhat 
reduced in diameter threaded section 57 adjacent thereto. 
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Seal ?ange 49 is provided with a downwardly facing en 
larged socket 58 and an opening 59 both of which are 
axially aligned with the axis of throughbore 42. 
Means for providing a rapid facile connection to cable 

16 during assembly of the well head construction while 
maintaining blow-out prevention comprises a unitary pre 
assembled power feed-through ‘means 60 which extends 
below tubing head 33 and into mandrel body 20, through 
pressure Zone 54 above tubing head 33, and through open 
ing 59 for connection above the seal ?ange 49 with a feed 
cable means 64. Feed-through means 60 is best seen in 
FIG. 3. An elongated rigid tubular hollow ‘housing or 
shell 65, which may be made of suitable \metal material 
such as steel, is provided with opposite threaded ends 66 
for connection to suitable pressure-type couplings 67 and 
68 for securing and protecting under pressure conditions 
electrical cable connections to conductors of the feed 
through means. Shell 65 includes a threaded portion 69 
intermediate its ends for engaging internal threads of 
throughbore 42 at 57 to secure shell 65 to tubing hanger 
33. 

Adjacent to threaded portion .69, shell 65 may be pro 
vided with an enlarged external annular portion 70 hav 
ing a pair of annular grooves 71 which carry annular 
sealing or packing rings 72. The enlargement 7 0‘ with seal 
rings 72 are received within socket 56 of tubing hanger 33 
when the shell 65 is threadedly connected to threads 57 
and provides a pressure seal of the cable feed-through 
device 60 with tubing hanger 33. 
Spaced from enlarged portion 70 a preselected distance, 

shell 65 includes a second enlarged annular portion 74 
provided with a pair of spaced grooves 75 which receive 
seal rings 76. Enlarged portion 74 and seal rings 76 are 
received within socket 58 of sealing ?ange 49 to provide 
a pressure seal therewith when sealing ?ange 49 is assem 
bled with casing head 18. 

Within shell 65 are a plurality of electrical conductors 
78 arranged in spaced parallel relation. Conductors 78 
may be solid copper of selected gauge and are embedded 
throughout approximately their entire length in dielectric 
material formed within shell 65 as by molding under 
pressure. In this example, approximately the lower one 
half of the length of shell 65 may be ?lled with a dielec 
tric material having characteristics of rigidity, hardness, 
toughness, and chemically resistant and uneffected by 
chemical conditions within a well. Such a dielectric mate 
rial may comprise suitable epoxy compositions. 

Epoxy material 79 is molded under selected ram pres 
sures in shell 65 in such a manner that the material 79 
?lls internal grooves 80 formed on the internal surface 
of shell 65 as by cutting threads having a suitable pitch 
and depth. In this example, a suitable pitch may be 
about six threads per square inch and a suitable depth 
of grooves may ‘be approximately .015 inch. In general, 
the con?guration of the thread may be square cut. The 
employment of threads 80 on the internal surface of 
shells 65 provides continuous interlocking of the molded 
epoxy material with the shell. In addition, there is a sub 
stantial increase in interfacial contact area between the 
epoxy material and the shell for bonding of the epoxy 
material to the internal surfaces of the shell. Thus, the 
lower portion of shell 65 provides a construction which, 
when subjected to relatively high well pressures such as 
at 3,000 p.s.i. and above, will withstand and resist pres 
sure leaks within the shell 65. Deterioration of the epoxy 
material under pressure and adverse chemical conditions 
is thus minimized and is effectively reduced. 

In the approximately upper one-half of shell 65 and as 
shown in this example, above the external thread 69‘, the 
conductors 78 may be embedded as by pressure molding 
in a dielectric material having characteristics of being 
softer and more ?exible than epoxy material 79 and yet 
being pressure and chemical resistant, such as selected 
neoprene rubber-like compositions. In this example, the 
upper portion of shell 65 is similarly provided with inter 
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nal square-cut threads 80 for a substantial portion of 
the upper one-half of the shell. The neoprene material 
82 is similarly molded under pressure within shell 65 
to provide a tight bond between the material 82 and the 
conductors 78 and shell 65. Between internal threaded 
portions of shell 65, the central internal surface portion 
may be cylindrical and generally uninterrupted with the 
two dielectric materials bonded thereto and having end 
faces in molded bonded contact as at 81. 

In this example, the upper end portion of the molded 
neoprene material 82 partially covers the projecting elec 
trical contact prongs 84 formed at the end of conductors 
78 and serving to longitudinally position conductors 78 
‘by molded interengagement of material 82 with shoulders 
85 de?ning prongs 84. In the bottom half of shell 65, 
the epoxy material 79 is molded with an end face 86 
lying in the same plane as shoulders 87 on the conductors 
78 and de?ning the bottom prongs 84-. Against end face 
86 and shoulders 87 may be seated a contact alignment 
disc 88 having an interfacial seal with a neoprene disc 89 
positioned thereover. 

Couplings 67 and 68 may be of pressure-type of suit 
able manufacture and may be readily electrically engaged 
with prongs 84. It will be readily apparent that con 
ductors 78 are embedded in epoxy and neoprene material 
which is bonded and interengaged with shell 65 and the 
conductors so that pressure leaks therethrough are sub 
stantially minimized and virtually eliminated. 

In the modi?cation shown in FIG. 5, a different con 
struction of tubing hanger is illustrated and is identi?ed 
at 133 and is adapted to be landed in a tubing head with 
out the use of a primary hanger as described in the prior 
embodiment. External surfaces 134 are outwardly ?ared 
and provide sealing glands 135 in such surface. The tub 
ing hanger 133 includes throughbores 141 and 142. 
Throughbore 142 provides threads at 157 and a socket at 
156 for connection respectively to a threaded portion 
169 of a power feed-through device 160; Above the 
threaded section 169 is provided enlarged packing means 
172 for reception within socket 156 as heretofore. The 
feed-through device 160‘ includes solid conductor cables 
178 embedded in dielectric material 179 as in the prior 
embodiment. In this example, the lower end of conductor 
178 may be provided with spaced annular recesses 180 
for embedment and interlocking engagement with the 
material 179. Contact disc 189‘ may be provided with an 
annular integral collar 190 encircling terminal 184 and 
cooperable with a coupling connector ‘(not shown). 

In each of the embodiments described above the tubing 
hanger may be prepared for installation by connecting a 
production string 15 thereto. A back pressure valve may 
be installed in bore 41; other types of pressure holding 
devices may be used in the production string or well if 
desired. Feedthrough means 60 (or 160) may then be 
threadedly connected at 57 to the tubing hanger with 
packing 72 in tight sealing engagement with socket 56 
in the hanger. The bottom end of feed-through 60 ex 
tends below hanger 33 for coupling to cable 16 by cou 
pling connector 67. When tubing 15, back pressure valve 
feed-through means 60, and connector 67 are in assem 
bly with the tubing hanger, the hanger may be landed 
through a blow-out preventor (not shown) on the primary 
hanger 33 (or 133). The upper portion of feed-through 
means 60 extends above the tubing hanger. Upon instal 
lation of the spacer pipe 45 and lowering of a seal ?ange 
over the casing head, the upper packing 76- is sealingly 
engaged in socket 58 in the seal ?ange and assembly 
thereof completed. 

It should be noted that in the event well pressures cause 
release or breaking of the threaded connection at 57 of 
the feed-through means 60 with the hanger 33, the 
shoulder 58a formed on sealing ?ange 49 at the bottom 
of socket 58 will serve as a stop means to prevent dis 
assembly of the feed-through means with the sealing 
?ange and well head. 
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To facilitate such installation where the feed cable in 

cludes a bent or curved portion above seal ?ange 49, 
index or reference marks 90 and 91 (FIG. 1) may be pro 
vided respectively on the upper portion of the casing head 
and on the tubing head. Alignment of the marks 90, 91 
locates the feed-through means for easy coupling to a feed 
cable 64. 

It will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art 
that the cable feed-through means facilitates speed of in 
stallation of a tubing head means with an electrical con 
nection therethrough. Provision of pressure-type electrical 
coupling connectors at ends of the rigid shell provide 
further protection against pressure leaks through the cable 
connection. 
When it is desirable to pressure test the well head con 

struction, the internal well pressures are resisted by steel 
shell 65 and the effect of pressure at ends of the steel shell 
and upon the dielectric material is substantially eliminated 
and minimized. 

It will be understood that the feed-through means of this 
invention may be made integral with a tubing hanger, that 
is, top or bottom nipple-like or metal extensions may be 
provided on a tubing hanger in alignment with a through 
bore and conductors plotted or embedded in dielectric ma 
terial within the bore and extensions. The extensions may 
have coupling connectors at their ends. A throughbore in 
a tubing hanger may provide a bottom coupling connec 
tion to a cable and only an upper pipe extension with a 
packing means may be provided above the hanger. In each 
instance, the invention contemplates that the conductor 
feed-through for the tubing hanger be protected by a metal 
pressure shell which facilitates assembly of a well head 
and which prevents damage, mutilation, deterioration and 
break down of the dielectric material under pressure, test, 
and operating conditions found in a well head installation. 
While exemplary dielectric material as epoxy and neo 

prene have been described, other types of pressure and 
chemical resistant dielectric material may be used, such as 
glass and synthetic plastic compositions which bond 
tightly to metal and which will prevent interior leakage 
along the interfaces of the metal and dielectric material. 

It will be understood by those skilled in the art that 
various modi?cations and changes may be made in the 
example of the invention described above and all such 
modi?cations and changes coming within the scope of the 
appended claims are embraced thereby. 
We claim: 
1. In a well head apparatus including a casing head 

means, the combination of: 
hanger means supported from said casing head means; 
a sealing means for said casing head means spaced 

above said hanger means and de?ning therewith a 
pressure zone; .1 

means providing a throughbore in the hanger means 
with an enlarged bore portion at its upper end; 

means providing a throughbore in said sealing means 
with an enlarged bore portion opposed to the en 
larged bore portion of the hanger means; 

a unitary cable feed-through means carried by said 
hanger means, passing through said throughbores of 
the ‘hanger means and sealing means and adapted 
to be assembled with the hanger means before land 
ing in the casing head, 

said feed-through means having packing means for 
sealing engagement with the enlarged bore portion of 
the hanger means; 

packing means on the feed-through means for sealing 
engagement with the enlarged bore portion of the 
sealing means is assembled with the casing head 
means; 

and cable coupling means at opposite ends of said cable 
feed-through means and below said hanger means and 
above said sealing means; 

whereby said cable feed-through means may be assem 
bled with said hanger means and connected to a cable 
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within a. well by said coupling means, said tubing 
hanger means being then adapted to be landed within 
said casing head, and said sealing means assembled 
over said packing means on said feed-through means 
and assembled with said casing head. 

2. A well head apparatus as stated in claim 1 wherein 
the feed-through means includes a pressure shell extend 
ing above and below said hanger means. 

3. In a well head apparatus having a casing head means 
provided with a hanger means, the combination of: 

a tubing hanger means adapted to be landed in said 
hanger means, 

said tubing hanger means including a throughbore hav 
ing internal threads at one end; 

a unitary cable feed-through means extending through 
the throughbore of said tubing hanger means, 

said feed-through means having coupling means at one 
end for connection to a cable below the tubing hang 
er means and coupling means at the opposite end for 
connection to a feed cable, 

said feed-through means including a continuous rigid 
pressure shell having threaded engagement with the 
internal threads of said hanger means and having 
means for sealing engagement with said tubing hanger 
means. 

4. In a well head apparatus as stated in claim 3 includ 
ing a sealing ?ange spaced above said tubing hanger 
means; and ' 

means on said shell for sealing engagement with said 
sealing ?ange. 

5. A well head apparatus as stated in claim 4 including 
stop means on said sealing ?ange for said pressure shell. 

6. In a well head apparatus as stated in claim 3 wherein 
said feed-through means includes a plurality of spaced 
conductors 'with said shell: 

a pressure resistant dielectric material molded about 
said conductors and bonded to said shell; and 

a relatively soft deformable dielectric material molded 
about said conductors in an adjacent portion of the 
shell and bonded thereto. 

7. A well head apparatus as stated in claim 3 wherein 
said cable feed-through means includes: 

one or more conductors within said shell; 
a body of epoxy material embedding said conductros in 

one portion of said shell; and 
a body of neoprene material embedding said conduc 

tors in a continuous portion of said shell. 
8. A cable feed-through means for use in a well head 

apparatus including a pressure zone comprising: 
an elongated hollow tubular pressure shell of metal; 
a rigid dielectric material in one portion of said shell 

and bonded to internal surfaces thereof; 
a ?exible deformable dielectric material in an adjacent 

portion of said shell and bonded to internal surfaces 
thereof; 7 

a plurality of spaced parallel conductors embedded and 
molded in continuous relation within said dielectric 
material; 

pressure washers of dielectric material at one end of 
the body of rigid material for transmitting pressure 
to the end face of said rigid material; and 

spaced external packing means on said pressure shell 
for sealing engagement with spaced parts of a well 
head apparatus on opposite sides of the pressure 
zone. 

9. A cable feed-through means as stated in claim 8 in 
cluding means adjacent one packing means for connect 
ing said shell with a hanger means. _ 

10. In a method of installing an electrical power feed 
in a well head under blow-out conditions, said well head 
including a casing head, and a hanger means, the steps of: 

passing a lower portion of a pressure shell enclosed 
cable feed-through means through an opening‘in said 
hanger means and securing ‘the same thereto before 
landing said hanger means in said casing head; 
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connecting an electric cable to the feed-through means 
before landing of the hanger means; 

landing the hanger means in said casing head; 
passing an upper portion of said feed-through means 

through a sealing ?ange while said ?ange is being as 
sembled with said casing head; and 

connecting an electric feed cable to the upper portion 
of the feed-through means after the sealing ?ange is 
secured to the casing head. 

11. In a well-head apparatus, the combination of: 
a casing head means; 
means for supporting a tubing and an electrical feed 

through means, said supporting means being remov 
ably ‘seated on said casing head means; 

said feed-through means including a rigid shell extend 
ing through an opening in said support means, 

said shell having means for sealing engagement with 
and for connection to said support means, 

said shell extending above and below said support means 
for coupling to electrical cable at locations above and 
below said support means, 

and continuous conductor means embedded in dielec 
tric material for approximately the entire length of 
said shell. 

12. In an apparatus as stated in claim 11 including stop 
means supported from said casing head above said sup 
port means and cooperable with said rigid shell. 

13. In a method of installing an electrical power feed 
in a well head under blow-out conditions, said well head 
including a casing head, and a hanger means, the steps of: 

passing a lower portion of a pressure shell enclosed 
cable feed-through means through an opening in said 
hanger means and securing the same thereto before 
landing said hanger means in said casing head; 

connecting an electric cable to said lower portion of the 
pressure shell enclosed feed-through means before 
landing of the hanger means; 

landing said hanger means in said casing head with an 
upper portion of the pressure shell feed-through 
means extending above the hanger means; 

and connecting an electric feed cable to said upper 
portion of the feed-through means after the hanger 
means is secured to the casing head. 

14. In a method of installing an electric power feed in 
_ a well head, said well head including a casing head and 

a supporting means for tubing and electrical feed-through 
means, the steps of: 

passing a portion of a rigid pressure shell enclosing 
cable feed-through means through an opening in said 
support means, 

sealing and securing the shell to the support means be 
fore assembling said support means with said casing 
head; 

connecting an electric cable to said pressure shell feed 
through means at the aforesaid portion of said pres 
sure shell, 

seating the support means on the casing head and re 
movably securing the same thereon, 

and connecting an electric feed cable to a portion of 
the feed-through means on the opposite side of said 
support means after the support means is secured 
to the casing head. 
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